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Reading at the beach? Pretty Seashells i-clips make the perfect way to mark your place!A starfish,

scallop, cone shell, and sand dollar are depicted against soft blue backgrounds.i-clips can be used

as secure bookmarks, magnets, paper clips, and more.They make a great little gift, too!Each set of

8 i-clips is packaged in a clear plastic sleeve that measures 2-1/2 inches wide x 7 inches high.Each

i-clip is 3/4 inch wide x 1 inch high folded.Warning: Choking hazard, small parts. Not for children

under 3 years.
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These book marks are the best thing ever! Easy to use, they stay put on pages. There are a few

designs to choose from, and this is the third pack I've gotten (I got cupcakes for my mom and

myself, as well as the snowflakes for a birthday present; the seashell set is for my dad). The pack of

8 bookmarks comes on the cardboard pictured, and in a clear, resealable bag. This combined with

the affordable price makes them a great stocking stuffer. After you use these, you'll never want to

use a traditional book mark again!I'd love to see some licensed designs like Disney, Pixar, and Star

Wars as well.Would I recommend this item to a friend? Yes!

You have to know what you're getting, so don't be disappointed. Yes, they're just little magnet

squares attached by coated paper squares with a bunch of different designs. They are small,

somewhat hard to separate without a book page between them, but they o the trick. And they're

inexpensive enough you don't mind forgetting to remove them when you return a library book!



These are perfect, and absolutely gorgeous especially for a beach lover like myself. They work

perfectly for making any page. I would recommend that you use them all for one book in specific,

but to each their own. These would be great for marking specific pages in a cook book, bible, or text

book etc.

I bought these for two reasons; one is because I love these magnetic bookmarks. They are the

perfect size and I never lose them, and two is because my BFF calls me Shell and I thought it would

be a cute way to have her think of me more often, lol. But, I do believe they could be cuter by

making them different colors.

I never knew where to put my bookmark once I opened up the book to read it. Now I don't have to

move it at all, because it stays in place without covering any part of the page. When I finish reading,

I just move the bookmark to the new location.

I read a lot, and was really over re-reading pages and pages trying to figure out where I'd left off.

"Why not use a slip of paper?" you might ask. Well, because I will inevitably lose it. Or it will fall out.

Slips of paper are SO out right now.These little bookmarks are excellent. Tiny, unobtrusive, stay

exactly where you put them - and cute, to boot. What could be better?Go for it. Spend the $4 or so

and let your reading life be forever improved.

They're pretty bookmarks, and very convenient for textbooks where you have to mark multiple

pages at a time. They stay in place perfectly and remove the nuisance of losing pages or spots in

books. Plan on ordering more in a different size, so I can use them in all of my textbooks.

These are great bookmarks to mark the pages of your beach reads. For booklovers and seashell

lovers (like me), these were a great find. They are a little on the small side, though, 1 inch x 3/4

inch, but look like they will last a long time.
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